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Abstract
In conservation biology and natural resource management,
adaptive management is an iterative process of improving
management by reducing uncertainty via monitoring. Adaptive management is the principal tool for conserving endangered species under global change, yet adaptive management
problems suffer from a poor suite of solution methods. The
common approach used to solve an adaptive management
problem is to assume the system state is known and the system dynamics can be one of a set of pre-defined models. The
solution method used is unsatisfactory, employing value iteration on a discretized belief MDP which restricts the study to
very small problems. We show how to overcome this limitation by modelling an adaptive management problem as a restricted Mixed Observability MDP called hidden model MDP
(hmMDP). We demonstrate how to simplify the value function, the backup operator and the belief update computation.
We show that, although a simplified case of POMDPs, hmMDPs are PSPACE-complete in the finite-horizon case. We
illustrate the use of this model to manage a population of the
threatened Gouldian finch, a bird species endemic to Northern Australia. Our simple modelling approach is an important
step towards efficient algorithms for solving adaptive management problems.

Introduction
In conservation biology and natural resource management,
adaptive management or ’learning by doing’ is an iterative
process of improving management by reducing uncertainty
via monitoring. Coined by Walters and Hilborn (1978),
adaptive management has gained notoriety as an approach
to manage ecosystems to conserve biodiversity. The key
elements of adaptive management include clear definition
of objectives, specification of alternative models to achieve
these objectives, implementation of two or more models in a
comparative experimental framework, monitoring to assess
the relative merits and limitations of alternative models, and
iterative modification of management to determine the true
model, if any (Keith et al. 2011). Despite its virtues, there are
few examples of the application of adaptive management in
practice. Several factors have been proposed to explain the
widespread implementation difficulties in adaptive manageCopyright c 2012, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.

ment programs. Amongst them is the inefficiency of methods used to solve adaptive management problems and the
inability to experimentally manipulate endangered populations.
To date, adaptive management problems have been tackled using discretized belief MDP methods (Williams 2009).
The belief space is discretized using p subintervals for each
belief variable. The updating rule does not guarantee that the
updated belief falls on one of these grid points and therefore
an interpolation rule must be used to define the transition
probabilities for the belief states. This technique has also
been studied to sidestep the intractability of exact POMDP
value iteration, using either a fixed grid (Lovejoy 1991;
Bonet 2002) or a variable grid (Brafman 1997; Zhou and
Hansen 2001). The grid based methods differ mainly in how
the grid points are selected and what shape the interpolation
function takes. In general, regular grids do not scale well
in problems with high dimensionality and non-regular grids
suffer from expensive interpolation routines.
In this paper, we propose a transparent and formal way
of representing an adaptive management problem as a special case of POMDP. We demonstrate for the first time how
to model and solve an adaptive management problem as a
restricted Mixed Observability MDP (MOMDP) called hidden model MDP (hmMDP). Our approach benefits from
recent developments in the field of robotics and decisionmaking under uncertainty (Ong et al. 2010; Araya-López et
al. 2010). Our framework is particularly relevant in the case
of endangered species where it may not be possible to undertake a replicated experiment to learn the true model.

Case Study
We illustrate our method on managing a population of a
threatened bird species, the Gouldian finch. The most pervasive threats to wild populations of Gouldian finches are
habitat loss and degradation caused by inappropriate fire and
grazing regimes and introduced predators such as feral cats.
The response of the population to different management actions is uncertain. Each of four experts provided a possible
model, which are probability distributions describing how
the population might respond to four alternative threat management actions. Our objective is to implement the management action that is most likely to lead to a high persistence
probability for the Gouldian finch population. An optimal

adaptive strategy will provide the best decision by determining which model (1 to 4) is most likely the real model, and
hence which action is optimal, over time.
The next section presents background on POMDPs and
their solution. Then we present the hmMDP model and study
its complexity. The following section shows how the specificities of hmMDPs allow for simplified computations. Our
simple case study is finally described and used in experiments to show the benefit of advanced solution techniques.

POMDPs
Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs)
are a convenient model for solving sequential decisionmaking optimization problems when the decision-maker
does not have complete information about the current state
of the system. Formally, a discrete POMDP is specified as a
tuple hS, A, O, T, Z, r, H, b0 , γi, where:
• S is the set of states s that might be partially observed or
imperfectly detected by a manager;
• A is the set of actions (or decisions) a the manager needs
to choose from at every time step;
• O is the set of observations o the manager perceives;
• T is a probabilistic transition function describing the
stochastic dynamics of the system; an element T (s, a, s′ )
represents the probability of being in state s′ at time t + 1
given (s, a) at time t, T (s, a, s′ ) = p(st+1 = s′ |st =
s, at = a);
• Z is the observation function, with Z(a, s′ , o′ ) =
p(ot+1 = o′ |at = a, st+1 = s′ ) representing the conditional probability of a manager observing o′ given that
action a led to state s′ ;
• r : S × A → ℜ is the reward function identifying the benefits and costs of being in a particular state and performing
an action;
• H is the —finite or infinite— horizon (this section focuses
on the infinite case);
• b0 is an initial belief, a probability distribution over states;
• γ ∈ [0, 1] is a discount factor (may be 1 if H is finite).
The optimal decision at time t may depend on the complete
history of past actions and observations. Because it is neither practical nor tractable to use the history of the actionobservation trajectory to compute or represent an optimal solution, belief states, i.e., probability distributions over states,
are used to summarize and overcome the difficulties of imperfect detection. A POMDP can be cast into a fully observable Markov decision process defined over the (continuous)
belief state space. In our case, solving a POMDP means finding a strategy (or policy) π : B → A mapping the current
belief state (b ∈ B) to an allocation of resources. An optimal strategy maximizes the expected sumPof discounted
rewards over an infinite time horizon E[ t γ t R(bt , at )]
where bt andPat denote the belief state and action at time
t, R(b, a) = s b(s)r(s, a). For a given belief state b and a
given policy π this expected sum is also referred to as the
value function Vπ (b). A value function allows us to rank

strategies by assigning a real value to each belief b. An optimal strategy π ∗ is a strategy such that, ∀ b ∈ B, ∀ π,
Vπ∗ (b) ≥ Vπ (b). Several strategies can be optimal and share
a same optimal value function V ∗ which can be computed
using the dynamic programming operator for a POMDP represented as a belief MDP (Bellman 1957), i.e., ∀b ∈ B:
#
"
X
X
∗
′
∗ ao′
V (b) = max
a∈A

r(s, a)b(s) + γ

p(o |b, a)V (b

) ,

o′
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′

where bao is the updated belief given that action a was performed and o′ is observed. This function can be computed
recursively using Bellman’s principle of optimality (Bellman 1957):
"
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X
′
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where b

ao′

is updated using Bayes’ rule:
′
p(o′ |a, s′ ) X
bao (s′ ) =
p(s′ |s, a)b(s).
p(o′ |b, a)

(2)

s∈S

Sondik has shown that the finite time horizon value function is piecewise linear and convex (PWLC) and that the infinite time horizon value function can be approximated arbitrary closely by a PWLC function (Sondik 1971). An alternative way of representing V is to use vectors:
V (b) = max α · b,
(3)
α∈Γ

where Γ is a finite set of vectors called α-vectors, b is the
belief represented as a finite vector, and α · b denotes the inner product of an α-vector and b. The gradient of the value
function at b is given by the vector αb = arg maxα∈Γ b · α.
The policy can be executed by evaluating (3) at b to find
the best α-vector: π(b) = a(αb ). Exact methods like Incremental Pruning (IP) rely on regularly pruning dominated
hyperplanes to reduce their number (Cassandra 1998).
While various algorithms from the operations research
and artificial intelligence literatures have been developed
over the past years, exact resolution of POMDPs is intractable: finite-horizon POMDPs are PSPACE-complete
(Papadimitriou and Tsitsiklis 1987) and infinite-horizon
POMDPs are undecidable (Madani, Hanks, and Condon
2003).
In recent years, approximate methods have been developed successfully to solve large POMDPs. Amongst them,
point based approaches approximate the value function by
updating it only for some selected belief states (Pineau, Gordon, and Thrun 2003; Spaan and Vlassis 2005). Typical
point-based methods sample belief states by simulating interactions with the environment and then update the value
function and its gradient over a selection of those sampled
belief states.

From MOMDPs to hmMDPs
In this section we demonstrate how to model adaptive management problems using a specific factored POMDP model
(Boutilier and Poole 1996). A factored POMDP is a POMDP
that explicitly represents the independence relationships between variables of the system.

MOMDPs
A Mixed Observability MDP (MOMDP) (Ong et al. 2010)
is specified as a tuple hX, Y, A, O, Tx , Ty , Z, r, H, b0 , γi
where:
• S = X × Y is the factored set of states of the system with
X a random variable representing the completely observable components and Y a random variable representing
the partially observable components. A pair (x, y) specifies the complete system state;
• A is the finite set of actions;
• O = Ox × Oy is set of observations with Ox = X the
completely observable component, and Oy the set of observations of the hidden variables;
• Tx (x, y, a, x′ , y ′ ) = p(x′ |x, y, a) gives the probability
that the fully observable state variable takes the value
x′ at time t + 1 if action a is performed in state (x, y)
at time t and has already led to y ′ ; Ty (x, y, a, x′ , y ′ ) =
p(y ′ |x, y, a, x′ ) gives the probability that the value of the
partially observable state variable changes from y to y ′
given that action a is performed in state (x, y) and the
fully observable state variable has value x′ ;
• Z is the observation function with Z(a, x′ , y ′ , o′x , o′y ) =
p(o′x , o′y |a, x′ , y ′ ) the probability of observing o′x , o′y
given action a was performed, leading to system state
(x′ , y ′ ). In a MOMDP we assume the variable X ′ is perfectly observable so we have p(o′x |a, x′ , y ′ , o′y ) = 1 if
o′x = x′ , and 0 otherwise;
• r, H, b0 and γ are defined as for POMDPs.
The belief space B now represents our beliefs on y only
since the state variable X is fully observable. Any belief b
in B on the complete system state s = (x, y) is represented
as (x, by ). In algorithms based on PWLC approximations,
accounting for visible state variables allows for substantial
speed-ups by reasoning on multiple low-dimensional belief spaces instead of the original high-dimensional one, as
demonstrated with MO-SARSOP (Ong et al. 2010)—based
on SARSOP, a state of the art point-based solver—and MOIP (Araya-López et al. 2010)—based on IP.

Hidden Model MDPs
Our adaptive management problem assumes managers can
perfectly observe the state of the studied system but are
uncertain about its dynamics. In ecology, this problem has
traditionally been solved by assuming that the real but unknown MDP model is one of a finite set of known models.
This can be treated as a hidden model MDP (hmMDP), i.e.,
a MOMDP where the partially observable state variable corresponds to the hidden model. In this setting, the following
assumptions can be incorporated to simplify the solution:
1. The real model of the dynamics of the system yr is an
element of a finite set Y of predefined models;
2. The finite set of actions A effects on the completely observable variable X and has no effect on Y ; Y is also
independent from X, i.e., p(y ′ |x, y, a, x′ ) = p(y ′ |y);
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Figure 1: Standard POMDP (A) vs. hidden model MDP (B)
3. The real model yr —although unknown—will not change
over time and therefore Ty is the identity matrix, i.e.,
p(y ′ |y) = 1 if y = y ′ and 0 otherwise;
4. The hidden variable Y cannot be observed and the observation function Z is only defined on the completely observable variable X, i.e., O = Ox and p(o′x |a, x′ ) = 1 if
o′x = x′ and 0 otherwise.
Figure 1 illustrates the comparison of the standard
POMDP and hmMDP models.

Definition of an hmMDP
An hmMDP problem is thus a simplified version of
MOMDP. In fact, it can be seen as a finite set of (completely observed) MDP models, differing only in their transition and reward functions. Namely, an hmMDP is a tuple
hX, Y, A, {py }y∈Y , {ry }y∈Y , H, γ, b0 i, where Y is the finite set of potential models, py (x′ |x, a) = p(x′ |x, a, y) and
ry (x, a) = r(x, a, y). Here, b0 is our initial belief on which
model is the true one.
When solving an hmMDP problem, we are looking for a
policy π(x, b) → a maximizing the usual value function:
#
"H
X
t
t
t
t
t
π
γ r(X , π(X , B ), B )|b0 , π ,
V (x, b) = E
t=0

=

X

b0 (y)Py (x1 . . . xH |x0 = x)

x1 ...xH ,y

H
X

γ t ry (xt , at ),

t=0

where the X t are random variables over X and the B t are
random vectors over possible beliefs.

Complexity of hmMDPs
Although hmMDPs are simplified MOMDPs, they are still
computationally complex. We show that solving an hmMDP
in the finite-horizon case is a P SPACE-complete problem,
thus as hard to solve as a classical finite-horizon POMDP.
Proposition 1. Deciding whether a finite-horizon hmMDP
problem admits a solution policy of value greater than a predefined threshold is a P SPACE-complete problem.
Finite-horizon hmMDP clearly belongs to P SPACE, as a
particular case of POMDP. The hardness proof results from
a reduction of the PSPACE-hard State Disambiguation problem (SD) (Conitzer and Sandholm 2003) to the hmMDP
problem.

Definition 1 (STATE - DISAMBIGUATION ). We are given:
• A set Θ = {θ1 , . . . , θn } of possible states of the world
and a uniform probability distribution p over Θ.
• A utility function u : Θ → [0; +∞[. u(θi ) is the utility of
knowing for sure that the state of the world is θi .
• A set Q = {q1 , . . . , qm } of queries.Sqj = {qj1 , . . . , qjpj }
is a set of subsets of Θ, such that 1≤k≤pj qjk = Θ. If
the true state of the world is θi and qj is asked, an answer
is chosen (uniformly) randomly among the answers qjk
containing θi .
• A maximum number N of queries that can be asked and a
target real value G > 0.
The STATE DISAMBIGUATION problem consists in deciding whether there exists a policy asking at most N queries
that gives expected utility at least G. If πδ (θi ) denotes the
probability of identifying θi by using policy δ, the SD problem amounts
P to deciding whether there exists δ such that
v(δ) = 1≤i≤n p(θi )πδ (θi )u(θi ) ≥ G, where p is the uniform distribution over Θ.
Proof. The following transformation is a reduction from SD
to hmMDP:
• X = {qjkj }j=1...m,kj =1...pj , Y = Θ.
• A = Q ∪ {{θ1 }, . . . , {θn }}.
• If a ∈ Q, p(x′ |x, a, y) = p(qrk′ |qjk , qr , θi ) =
p(qrk′ |qr , θi ) = |q1r | if θi ∈ qrk′ , and 0 else.
If a = {θi }, p(x|x, {θi }, θi ) = 1, ∀x, θi .
• ∀t < N, rt (x, y, a) = rt (qjk , θi , ql ) = 0, ∀qjk , θi , ql
and rt (x, y, a) = rt (qjk , θi , {θj }) < 0 (this, to prevent
choosing a ∈ Θ for t < N ).
• rN (x, y, a) = rN (qjk , θi , {θi }) = u(θi ), ∀qjk , θi and
rN (qjk , θi , a) = − maxθj u(θj ), ∀a 6= {θi } (this ensures
that, if a policy does not disambiguate θi , it has expected
value less than or equal to 0).
• H = N, b0 is a uniform distribution over Y .
• value threshold G (identical to SD threshold).
One can easily check that the policy spaces of the SD and
hmMDP problems are isomorphic and there exists a policy
δ such that v(δ) ≥ G in the SD problem if and only if there
is a policy π which has value at least G in the corresponding
hmMDP.

function (1) and belief update (2) for existing POMDP algorithms. First, Ong et al. (2010) have shown that V (b) =
V (x, by ) for any MOMDP, and Eq. (1) can be rewritten:
X
X
ry (x, a)by (y) + γ
by (y)
Vn+1 (x, by ) = max[
a∈A

′

We have provided a new framework to model adaptive management problems in ecology. This framework is simpler
than the MOMDP framework and sufficient, as we will show
in the application section. However, we have also shown
that the computational complexity of this new problem is
the same as general POMDPs. In this section we demonstrate that solution algorithms, such as the MO-SARSOP algorithm, can benefit from the model simplification to gain
computational efficiency, even though exact resolution remains time-exponential.
Building on Ong et al. (2010) and Araya-López et al.
(2010), we show how to simplify the calculation of the value

′

′

′

′
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Accounting for the stationarity assumptions (2-3) and
p(o′ |x′ , y ′ ) = 1, o′ = x′ , (assumption 4) leads to:
X
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) =
y
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Substituting (6) in maxα∈Γn ba,o
· α we can reary
range (5):
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where Gax
α (x) =
y ′ p(x |x, y , a)α(y ) and the reward
function r(s, a) is represented as a set of |A| vectors α0a =
(α0a (1), ..., α0a (|S|)), one for each action a, α0a (s) = r(s, a).
Using the identity maxyj x · yj = x · arg maxyj x · yj
twice we get:
Vn+1 (x, by ) = by · arg max by · [α0a +
a
X
′
arg max by · Gax
γ
α (x)].
x′

α∈Γn

Algorithm 1: MO-SARSOP α-vector backup at a node
(x, by ) of TR
1
2
3
4
5

6
7

BACKUP(TR , Γ, (x, by ));
forall a ∈ A, x′ ∈ X, o′ ∈ O do
αa,x′ ,o′ ← arg maxα∈Γy (x′ ) (α · τ (x, by , a, x′ , o′ ));
forall a ∈ A, y ∈ Y, do
αaP
(y) ← r(x, y, a) +
γ x′ ,o′ ,y′ Tx (x, y, a, x′ )Ty (x, y, a, x′ , y ′ ) ×
Z(x′ , y ′ , a, o′ )αa,x′ ,o′ (y ′ );
α′ ← arg maxa∈A (αa · by );
Insert α′ into Γy (x);

Algorithm 2: hm-SARSOP α-vector backup at a node
(x, by ) of TR
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

BACKUP(TR , Γ, (x, by ));
forall a ∈ A, x′ ∈ X do
αa,x′ ← arg maxα∈Γy (x′ ) (α · τ (x, by , a, x′ ));
forall a ∈ A, y ∈ Y, do P
αa (y) ← ry (x, a) + γ x′ Tx (x, y, a, x′ )αa,x′ (y);
′
α ← arg maxa∈A (αa · by );
Insert α′ into Γy (x);

Finally we can define the vector backup β(by ) as the vector
whose inner product with by yields Vn+1 (by ):
Vn+1 (x, by ) = by · β(by ), where
(8)
X
′
arg max by · Gax
β(by ) = arg max by · [α0a + γ
α (x)].
a

x′

α∈Γn

By simplifying the backup operator calculation (8) and
the belief update operation (6) we have shown how existing
POMDP solving algorithms based on a PWLC approximation can be adapted when looking at problems with hidden
models. These two procedures are common to most exact algorithms such as Witness or Incremental Pruning (Cassandra 1998), and most point-based POMDP algorithms, such
as PBVI (Pineau, Gordon, and Thrun 2003), Perseus (Spaan
and Vlassis 2005), symbolic Perseus (Poupart 2005) and
SARSOP (Ong et al. 2010).
Algorithm 1 presents the backup procedure used at each
belief point by MO-SARSOP, and Algorithm 2 shows
how—under the adaptive management assumptions—it can
be simplified at two levels: i) we do not need to consider the
set of observations O, and the belief update calculation τ
is simplified (line 2); ii) the observation function Z and the
model dynamics Ty are not required (line 5). The sampling
procedure also benefits from the simplified belief update (6).

Management of a Threatened Bird
We apply our adaptive management model to a threatened
Gouldian finch population in the Kimberley, Australia. Our
management objective is to maximize the likelihood of
a high persistence probability of this population over the

IP
MO-IP
Grid
bMDP+
SARSOP+
MOSARSOP+

Problem 1: |S| = 8
|X| = 2, |Y | = 4
h= 5 |α| = 3753
t=349.2s
h=5 |α| = 2052
t=106.8s
h=26 |α| = 4402
t=1831s err=1.28
|α| = 25153
t=1831s err=0.066
|α| = 38137
t=1831s err=0.055

Problem 2: |S| = 162
|X| = 81, |Y | = 2
h=4 |α| = 1181
t=703.7s
h=4 |α| = 218
t=0.59s
h=23 |α| = 426
t=1849s err= 3.84
|α| = 6995
t=422.85s err<0.001
|α| = 3861
t=19.36s err<0.001

Table 1: Performance for the Gouldian finch problems. Experiments conducted on a 2.40 GHz Core 2 computer with
3.45 GB of memory. (+ ) err represents the Bellman residual
error between 2 successive value functions (precision).
medium term, in an area where we can measure the population state but are uncertain about the state response to
the management actions. We asked four experts to assess
the likelihood of a high (and conversely low) probability of
persistence under four plausible management actions. Following our hidden model MDP model, we define the set of
states S = X × Y where X represents the local probability
of persistence X = {Low, High}. We pose Y = {Expert 1,
Expert 2, Expert 3, Expert 4} the set of possible true models
that predict the state dynamics of our studied species. The
set of actions A = {DN,FG,C,N} represents the management actions to choose from at every time step: do nothing
(DN), improve fire and grazing management (FG), control
feral cats (C) and provide nesting boxes (N). We assume
that the same amount of funds are spent on each action. We
elicited from the experts the transition probabilities Tx for
each model and state transition. Finally we define the reward function so that r(Low,DN) = 0, r(High,DN) = 20,
r(Low,{FG,C,N}) = −5 and r(High,{FG,C,N}) = 15. We
assume that each expert is as likely to be correct at the beginning of our adaptive management program.
We first attempted to solve our adaptive management
problem using IP1 . Due to a lack of memory space we were
not able to provide an exact solution for a time horizon
greater than 5 time steps with 3753 α-vectors computed
(Problem 1, Table 1). We solved the same problem using
MO-IP (Araya-López et al. 2010) and reached the 5th horizon 3 times faster than IP. We then computed approximate
solutions using the algorithms Grid-bMDP1 , SARSOP and
MO-SARSOP (Ong et al. 2010). We interrupted Grid-bMDP
after ∼30 mins (horizon 26, 4402 α-vectors and an estimated error of 1.28). Using the same computational time,
SARSOP and MO-SARSOP provided the best performances
by far with a higher precision for MO-SARSOP. Experiments conducted with a version of MO-IP implementing the
modifications specific to adaptive management showed no
speed up at horizon 5 (106.69s vs. 106.80s for the original
MO-IP). We also ran these algorithms on a version of our
Gouldian finch problem with a larger set of states (|X| = 81)
1

Using Cassandra’s pomdp-solver toolbox.

State

real model. Again this ambiguity is due to the high success
rate given by Expert 3 when feral cats are managed. After
several time steps, our adaptive strategy favors Expert 3.
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Figure 2: Simulation of our adaptive management strategy
when Expert 3 holds the real model. The graphs represent
the state dynamics (top), the belief in each expert’s predictions over time (middle), and the action performed (bottom).
and a smaller set of experts (Experts 1 and 2). In this case
we explicitly distinguish how the interactions between 4
species (dingo, cats, long-tailed finch and Gouldian finch)
could drive the management success (Problem 2, Table 1).
The solutions of Problem 1 provide guidance on which
management action should be performed in absence of precise knowledge of what the real model is. Expert 1 and 4
provided similar transition probabilities; both believe that
the appropriate management of fire and grazing (FG) will
generate a higher probability of the population reaching and
remaining in the ’High’ persistence state. Consequently, in
absence of prior information on what the real model is, the
first action to perform is FG. Expert 2 believes the management of feral cats (C) and the provision of nesting boxes
(N) have more benefits than fire and grazing management.
Expert 3 believes that habitat loss and intra-species competition is the limiting factor of persistence and therefore attributes the highest probabilities of persistence when action
’provide nesting boxes’ (N) is implemented. Note that Expert 3 values the management of cats and fire and grazing as
’good’ actions. We assessed the quality of our adaptive strategy by simulations. When we assume that cats are the main
threat and Expert 2 holds the real model, our adaptive strategy quickly finds the best action to perform. However when
we assume that fire and grazing are the main threats, our
adaptive strategy provides the best action to perform but has
trouble identifying the real model, because Experts 1 and 4
are similarly supportive of the combined FG action. When
we assume Expert Model 3 holds the real model (see Figure 2), the simulations first lead to believing that the management of cats is most beneficial and Expert 2 holds the

Discussion
Adaptive management problems as currently solved in the
ecology literature suffer from a lack of efficient solution
methods. We demonstrate and explain how to model a classic adaptive management problem as a POMDP with mixed
observability focusing on the special case of hidden model
MDPs (hmMDPs). We show that hmMDPs are PSPACEcomplete in the finite-horizon case. However, if data were
available, MO-SARSOP could approximately solve AM
problems with up to ∼250,000 states in 20–30 minutes (Ong
et al. 2010). The assumption that the real model is contained
within the model set is simplistic (Assumption 1), however
it is currently the way AM is solved. Point based methods
help us account for a large set of models so that we do not
risk being too far from the real model, but, when managing
threatened species, having many models makes it difficult to
be confident on the real model as observations are few. In
this situation, we would recommend incorporating a model
for each of the management options so that the best action
can be chosen in the face of uncertainty.
While our examples may seem simplistic in AI they are
complex and reasonably realistic in ecology (Chadès et al.
2008). Practitioners are reluctant to adopt new methods. Our
aim is to bridge the gap between AI and ecological management by solving real, tractable problems at a scale defined
by practitioners. Conservation practitioners need to understand the model and the management rules need to be simple
enough to be implemented (Chadès et al. 2011). Moreover,
we need to be able to populate these models with data, which
in ecology is often lacking. Both examples are based on a
real application with real experts, with only 4 management
actions currently possible for the Gouldian finch. Example 2
is complex due to interacting species and requires eliciting
more information to populate the corresponding DBN.
POMDPs are a powerful model that does not require the
restrictive assumptions of the traditional adaptive management literature and offers new and exciting adaptive management applications. First, there is no need to assume a
static model (Assumption 3). If we allow the real model to
change over time we can tackle systems that are influenced
by climate change or seasonal fluctuations. Second, there is
no need to assume perfect detection of the state (X) (Assumption 4) and detection probabilities can be included. Not
assuming that the real model is one of a predefined set of
models (Assumption 1) remains an unsolved challenge. To
our knowledge this cannot be tackled with current POMDP
solutions but model-based Bayesian Reinforcement Learning (Poupart et al. 2006) could be a relevant alternative.
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